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Led Grow light 600W(DM-G600W Series)
Features:
1.Use led we produced to make led grow light to confirmquality control and favorable
price
2.Use high efficient 576x1W led as the light source
3.Wide beam angle:120 degree(larger lighting area)
4.Red and blue wavelength can be adjusted according to your practical application
5.Ratio of red and blue is :8:1,we also could change the ratio according to your speical
requirements
6.Red and blue mixed together provide exact spectrum for plant growth
7.Emitt exact spectrum required by photosynthesis,no light wasted in the light spectrum
for plant growth
8.smart apparance,built-in switching mode power supply,light weight,small volum,small
light decay,long lifespan:over 50,000h
9.Unique heat dissipation device:thermostatically controlled fans to keep LED light cool
10.Envionment-friendly:have no mercury and other harmful heavy metal,emit no light
harmful for plant growth and energy saving
11.Different single colors are also available:single Red,single Blue and so on
12.Different powers are available :60w/90w/200w/250w/300w/600w for your selection
13.2 years warranty,good after-sales service
14.Running quiet and cool,no need heat-removal equipment
15.Ideal for all phase of plant growth
16.Plug-and-play grow light,no need any accessories
17.Any plug are available

Application:
This led grow light is suitable for Hydroponics&Horticulture&Greenhouse
lighting,Seeding/Seedling/Breeding,Farm/Flower Exhibition/Garden/Bonsai etc.
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Specification:
Light source:576*1W
Luminous flux:20000-22000LM
Average Illuminance(LUX):H3m>480lux
Range of irradiation(3M):>3*260M²
CCT(K):630nm/660nm/450nm/Red+Blue/Red/Blue
Color render index(CRI):>70
Beam angle :120°
Service life(Hrs):>50000Hrs
Input voltage(V):86-240V/AC
Input current(mA):300mA
Toal consumption(W):600W
Power factor(PF):0.95
Luminaire effciency:>90%
Materials:AluminiumAlloy whit cooling fans
Diffuser: PC
Dimension L*W*H(mm):910*310*70mm
Packking Size(cm) :1030*410*175mm
N.W(kg):18KG
Electrial Class:Class I
Proof class(IP):IP20
Working temperature:-20-90%R.H
Storage temperature:-40-100%R.H

NO. Voltage Power Angle LM wl Price($)

DM-G600WRB 86-240V 576*1W 120° 22000 660nm+460nm 750
DM-G600WRRB 86-240V 576*1W 120° 23000 630nm+460nm 640
DM-G600WRR 86-240V 576*1W 120° 23000 630nm 640
DM-G600WR 86-240V 576*1W 120° 22000 660nm 750
DM-G600WB 86-240V 576*1W 120° 20000 460nm 640

Remark

1.Payment Terms:HSBC BANK and Western Union (For samples: 100%T/T before )
2.Lead time:3-5working day after receipt of your payment
3.Package:export carton packing
4.Price Term: FOBShenzhen
5.Warranty for 3years,Supply 1%spare parts.
6.Mini Quantity: 2-3pcs each item
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